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ABSTRACT

ON THE THEORY OP TACHYONS .
E.J. PHILLIPPI, JR.

•

Hypothetical particles, called tachyons, vrhich travel
faster than the speed of light, are studied both as classical
particles subject to the mathematical restrictions of special
relativity theory and as particles described by a many-particle
quantum’field quantized according to Fermi-Dirac statistics.
Negative-energy particles appear in the theory but are inter¬
preted physically as positive-energy particles with the oppo¬
site momentum. We find that the total number of particles
present is not Lorentz invariant, but (for charged tachyons)
the total charge is. It is possible to contrive causal, para¬
doxes leading to causal loops (effect precedes ca.use) but sxich
difficulties can be remedied by defining a cosmological pre¬
ferred frame and postulating that emission and absorption of ■
tachyons can only take place between members of some restricted
class of observers xvith velocities less than some critical value
relative to the preferred inertial reference frame. The causal¬
ity of tachyon signal transmission is considered in terms of
entropy flux, and we find that we must reinterpret signals
carrying positive entropy backward in time as signals carrying
negative entropy forward in time. Several experiments have
been conducted to find tachyons, both charged and neutral,
but all have been unsuccessful.

PREFACE
This dissertation is a study of superluminal physics. We shall
examine the historical objections to tachyons and explain the
theories that have been advanced in support of such particles.
The subject is treated from both classical and quantum-theo¬
retic viewpoints in the context of special relativity. It is
demonstrated that classical and quantum theories of tachyons
have been constructed which appear to be consistent with our
preseht theories of subluminal physics — provided the various
quantities appearing in the theory are properly defined and
interpreted physically. With regard to the latter point, it
must be admitted that the first tachyon is yet to be observed,
so that we have here merely a consistent theory which may or
may not decscribe actual natural processes.
But, nevertheless, physics can only advance by means of
imaginative conjecture and experiment. It is true that it is
sometimes necessary to restx*ict one’s view1 of the world in order
to get on ’with the business of understanding some aspect of
Nature. For instance, Niels Bohr’s philosophy is related by

Q

Kalckar

thus:

"...he dismissed all speculation on how the world
might have looked if the speed of light had been
much less than it is... Such imaginative exercises
were, in Bohr’s opinion, encumbered with a basic
misunderstanding..."
Although such a view may seem too narrow and restricted to¬
day, it aid allow for a great deal of progress to be made in
quantum physics when that revolutionary new idea was just tak-

ing root.
But since we now have a very substantial and satisfying
knowledge of sublurainal physics it is natural to turn our at~
tention to the next intellectual barrier that we must cross —
the light barrier.
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I. IUTRODUCTION
Let us first reviexj some basic results of special relativity.
Suppose we have a coordinate system labeled by unprimed coord¬
inates x,y,z,t and another coordinate system labeled by primed
coordinates x'jSz'jt1 traveling with velocity ^<1

(c = 1)

relative to the unprimed coordinate system along the x axis
(which coincides with the x’ axis). Then y = y’, z = z* and
we have invariance of the interval
X
{ spacelikep
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If we define velocity parameters 0 such that the corresponding
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for hyperbolic functions is consistent with the Lorentz trans¬
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If a particle moves along the x direction with velocity param¬
eter

with respect to the primed coordinate system (where the

primed frame moves with velocity

xvith respect to the unprimed

system) then the velocity parameter in the unprimed system is

(3)

<9 = 0’+0h
or in terms of velocities
/= !> *Pr (addition
r ~rUpTr

lav; for velocities)

(4)

Now since v;e are taking c = 1 we use a system of units wherein
length is measured in meters- and time is also measured in met¬
ers (meters of light-travel time). This convention emphasizes
the covariant aspect of the theory.
Nev/tonian mechanics, which is the lox; velocity limit of
relativistic mechanics, gives the linear momentum and kinetic
energy by the conventional formulas
p = mV

i-'mjlt)
(5)

T=
In our notation (c^l) these become
p = mp

(6)

r=iMfix

Relativistically we have the energy-momentum 4~vec'kor whose
components are given by

£ - )y> , Yp*
rp - dr
dr
The total energy is
E = m cosh

:
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where the mass m is the magnitude of the energy-momentum
4-vector
Yn

1 .
=

rl
X
t
- p

Then the rest energy (
E

rest=m’

(10)

^

= 0) is given by
(11)
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and the kinetic energy is
T

(12)
~ ^total " ^rest

Notice that in the low-velocity limit y5-*1,

(9) and (12) ac¬

quire the Newtonian forms (6).
In terras of its energy and momentum the particle has velocity

A - tanh © = sinh 9 = £
cosh 6
E

r

(13)

The energy and momentum transform from the unprimed to primed
coordinates by the formulas
E* = -p(1>sinh 9h + E cosh
p,M=

du)
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The. notation of special relativity used here is that of Taylor
.

and Wheeler.
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The Theory of Relativity, as originally formulated by
Einstein,’■ was based on the assumption that c was the absolute
upper limit for the velocity of any particle (^->1 in our no¬
tation) . Early in this century people did examine the possibility
of particles of velocity ^>1, but with the naive assumption
that such particles obeyed the same energy-momentum behavior
(as a function of velocity) as ordinary particles (tardyons).
This led to the conclusion that

tachyons would necessarily

lose energy upon acceleration, which seemed unacceptable.

■

4Although various people had continued to toy with the idea
of tachyons, the first consistent treatment appearing in the
literature seems to have been the 1962 paper by Bilaniuk, Desh7
pande and Sudarshan in the American Journal of Physics. There
these authors quite neatly extended the realm of physics to be
symmetric,as it were, about the speed of light,= 1. They
postulated that all particles belong to one of three classes:
I, II, or III according as their velocities are less than,
equal to, or greater than one. This paper, which considered only
a classical (non-quantum) theory of tachyons, is thoroughly ex¬
plained in the next section of this discussion. In order to pre¬
vent the violation of basic postulates of physics, such as
causality or conservation of energy, radical, new interpretations
were required.
In Chapter III we will.discuss the Quantum Field Theory of
Tachyons. A discussion of the quantum field theory of tachyoii3
did not appear until 1-967

1A

when Gerald Feinberg, who incident¬

ally is responsible for the term tachyon , introduced a quantum
field theory which, unfortunately, was not Lorentz invariant.
Some fundamental changes in Feinberg’s theory were made by
Arons and Sudarshan and their theory^ then exhibited Lorentz
invariance.
Sudarshan continued his vjork on the quantum field theory
of tachyons and collaborated with J. Dhar in 1968 on a quantum .
field theory of tachyons interacting with the fields of tardyons.

Thus we now have, theoretically, some mechanism for de¬

tecting the presence of tachyons. Although not entirely complete,
this theory appears to be quite satisfactory, assuming that

5
certain premises, of the theory are justified.
The final part of this dissertation deals with some further
subtle points concerning causality. In' particular, we shall find
that thermodynamic considerations are of great interest here.
The whole topic of causality is an important matter of discus¬
sion
paper

at the present time. Roger Newton, commenting on Feinberg’s
10

does not seem at all alarmed that an effect might pre¬

cede its cause in temporal ordering. He argues that, regardless
of the violation of intuitive notions, there is no correspond¬
ing violation of logic in such a sittiation. Going somewhat
further, PauiL Csonka has even put forth a quantum theory of
particles in which particle interactions are time-symmetric be¬
tween cause and effect."*?
As we shall see, the theory of tachyons is now approach¬
ing some degree of completeness, and we must now await ex¬
perimental results which either substantiate or vitiate the
theory.
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II. THE CLASSICAL THEORY OP TACHYONS
According to Einstein's original formulation of relativity, all
massive particles v.Tere required to have velocity ^<1. Only light
waves could travel with velocity

=1. With the advent of quantum

theory, it was found that even light consists of particles,
albeit massless, called photons. Later on, other fast~as~light
particles with zero mass, called neutrinos, x^ere discovered.
We then had two classes of particles:
Class I
Mas s

b? > 0

Velocity

p, < 1

Class II
yn ~ 0
~ i

It was quite natural then for physicists to try to find
those particles of velocity ^1, which seemed to be missing.
Recall that

£

r

.

hi

\y\

(16)

and

_ g2 ^ p2

(-] 7)

If we observe the path of the particle in energy-momentum
[(.-space, .then condition (17) constrains the particle to a spec¬
ial 3"Manifold* In particular, a Class I particle constrained
to motion in the x-y plane (i.e. z = pz = 0) is constrained
to the positive energy sheet of the hyperboloid of revolution
defined by (17).

[Figure ij A Class II particle with m = 0 is

constrained to the positive-energy cone defined by (17) with
m = 0.

[Figure 2]

Now we may straight away postulate the existence of a new
class of particles, called Class III, to be constrained to the

Figure 1

Figure 2

Figure 3

8.

single-sheeted hyperboloid of revolution defined by (17) with

m^ < 0. [Figure 3*]

From (16) we see that each particle of this

class would have ^>1, i.e. it would be a tachyon:
Class III
Mass m = im„ ,
Velocity

ia„, real

^> 1

Let us now consider the problems such particles present.
In the first place our common sense tells us that vie should
have
1) E > 0 in any reference frame;
and, secondly, that
2) The laws of physics are independent of the reference
frame. (Principle of Relativity)
A Class I particle at- a point on the positive-energy sheet of
its energy-momentum hyperboloid of revolution (mass shell)
defined by (17) is transformed into another point of the same
positive-energy sheet by any Lorentz transformation. Likewise
a Class II particle on its positive-energy cone is transformed
into a point of the same positive-energy cone by any Lorentz
transformation. But a tachyon (Class III) at any point on its
single-sheeted mass shell [Figure 3.] can be transformed into
any other point of its mass shell by an appropriate Lorentz
transformation. In particular,, we now have zero and negativeenergy particles; and,indeed, a particle which appears to one
observer with positive energy a.ppears to another observer with
negative enerp;y! Obviously, this is a serious paradox which must
somehow be avoided or removed. We shall return to this
shortly*

point
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Another immediate problem is that for tachyons we are on the
single-sheeted mass shell with no singular points, for which
< 0. Hence m = im* , where we assume m > 0. ‘How can we explain an imaginary mass? Recall that for Glass I particles,
whenf3 = 0, we have rest energy
Erest = m.

But for tachyons

(1Q)

always l So there is really no reason to be

alarmed about this imaginary mass, because since there is
never a rest energy there is no real need to be concerned
that lim E(#) = im*- for tachyons. And notice that for 5>1 and
p~>o

r

i

m = im,, we have
E =

Hi

(L-fi'W

-tliL

IR

1)

(19)
Hi k
* Iius./L— e /R
(W) 71
Mendel Sachs raised the following objection^* to imaginary
P =

mass:
Since special relativity is merely the local inertialframe limit of general relativity, then since inertial mass
is coupled to the relativistic gravitational field through the
metric field tensor g^(x), which approaches the diagonal form
(1,-1,-1,-1) in the special relativity limit (m = im-.-^O),
then if m is purely imaginary why do we get a purely real
metric tensor field in the special relativity limit? Sudarshan
and Bilaniuk refute this objection^ by arguing that, in fact,
the relativistic gravitational field is coupled to the energymomentum density and not mass density. Only in the case of
slowly-moving tardyons (Class I) can the interaction be approx¬
imated by a Newtonian interaction using mass density, in which
case mass density and energy density become equal. So as long

'
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as the energy and momentum of tachyons remain real there is no
contradiction to the gravitational laws of general relativity.
As Max Jammer^ put it, mass " does not do what it does because
it is what it is, but is what it is because it does what it
does."
Another source of objection to the existence of tachyons
is that in order to have real time t and real length 1, the
proper length

and proper time

f

must be imaginary since

X(
i -

?

(20)

- —J&

We must remember that all observers have real mass and are
Class I so the relative velocity ^ of two coordinate systems
can never exceed 1. Hence an observer can never be at rest in
the "rest" frame of a tachyon, so that

X

and

t

, being un¬

observable, need not be real.
As previously mentioned, one major objection to the ex¬
istence of tachyons has been the appearance of negative energy
due to the fact that the mass shell of a tachyon is a singlesheeted manifold lying in both positive and negative-energy
regions of energy-momentum ii-space. [Figure 3 J
In fact, any point on the mass shell can be transformed
into any other point on the mass shell by a suitable Lorentz
transformation. Consider, for example, the situation depicted
in Figure Ij., We have two coordinate systems' — unprimed (ob¬
server 0) and primed (observer 0*)i we consider here only mo¬
tion in the x direction. Consider the emission of a tachyon
at A and its subsequent absorption at B. To observer 0 this
process consists of emission (creation) at to =0, x^ = 0 and

Figure Ij.

absorption at t.j > 0, x-j >0. But in the primed coordinate system
point B has coordinates x-j * > 0, t^ * <0. This means that in the
primed system t^1 <tQ’, so that the sequential order of events
seems to be reversed — absorption at B precedes emission at A.
Upon close examination, hox^ever, we find that such a re¬
versal of temporal ordering under Lorentz transformation occurs
for

p<

where the particle has velocity^ with respect to

observer 0 and 0* moves with relative velocity

fit*

with respect

to 0. But it is just when this situation prevails that we get
a transfox’mation from positive to negative energy. The correla¬
tion of these two effects provides

a solution to our dilemma.

He define a reinterpretation principle as follows: Negative
energy tachyons propagating backward in time are interpreted as
positive-energy tachyons propagating forward in time. Further¬
more, it is necessary

to now interpret the tachyon as mov¬

ing in the opposite direction]
This may at first seem a bit suspect, but recall that in
the quantum field theory of ordinary particles (tardyons) it
is customary to reinterpret "negative-energy" particles ab¬
sorbed first and emitted later as positive-energy antiparticles
emitted first and absorbed later.

19

The reinterpretation of

tachyons proposed here is no more radical.
It is quite interesting to note that because of this re¬
interpretation, the direction of travel of a particle is no
longer a Lorentz invariant. Hovjever, since the laws of physics
remain invariant there is nothing illogical in this interpre¬
tation

13

Let us look more closely at the general behavior of the velocity
of a particle under Lorentz transformation. Let

j3

and

^

be the

velocity of a- particle measured by observers 0 and 0 * respect¬
ively, where the relative velocity between 0 and O’ is

^

. The

general relativistic law for velocity transformation (Lp) be¬
comes

ft' =(/S+/Sr)/
In Figure 5 we graphically present the results of this
transformation for the three classes of partic3.es.
5a we see

^

as a function of

for fixed velocity

7

In Fig.

^<\

in the frame

of observer 0. In Fig. 5b we see the well-knox-jn result that the
velocity of light (and indeed of all luxons) is invariant un¬
der Lorentz transformation.
Now \tfe move on to the case of tachyons as shown in Fig. 5c•
Notice that as

♦

-j2-iwe

have

^ -»°o

. This might at first lead

us

to believe that energy can be propagated at infinite velocity,
but closer examination' shows that the transcendent state given
by

ft— 00

corresponds to a point on the zero-energy (E = 0) girth

of the tachyon mass shel].. [Fig.

3]

Here the tachyon has mini¬

mum momentum p = m,,.. This transcendent state corresponds to the
particleb presence everywhere

on the supercircle of its mo¬

tion with constant velocity. This state corresponds to the
quantum condition of complete certainty in momentum

measure¬

ment with corresponding total uncertainty in the position of
the particle.
As we have seen observers do not always agree on the di¬
rection in which a tachyon is mov5.ng. Indeed, they may not
even agree on the type of process taking place! To ill\istrate

.
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(a)
fi

=

X.
2

A

(b)
/>=

1

*

(c)
=

-> bv

t-

2
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this let us consider the collision of a tachyon (imaginary
mass m = ira„) with a tardyon (real mass m*)» Let their re¬
spective initial 4~m°menta be (p0,EQ) and (p^^E^)

re

spective final Lj.-momenta be (p,E) and (p* ,S’)* Imposing the
usual physical conditions of invariance of the "norm" of the 4“
momehtum and conservation of energy and momentum we have the
relationships
EQ + EQ»

= E + E*

(22)
(23)

(24)

If we view this collision in a reference frame wherein all the
energies are positive we observe an ordinary elastic two-par¬
ticle collision. But if the collision is viewed

from a frame

wherein the emitted t achy on appears to have negative energy,
i.e. E <0, then since reinterpretation requires us to interpret
the outgoing tachyon of negative energy as a positive-energy
incoming tachyon, we actually observe the fusion of three par¬
ticles ! Specifically, we observe the fusion of a tardyon of
.y
4-momentum (PQ *,EQ1) with two tachyons of 4-momenta (PQ,EQ) and
(-p,-E), respectively, to produce a single tardyon of 4“m°m®n'to*m.
(p'jE*)* Notice that such an interpretation is consistent with
the conservation laws (22) and (23) and the invariance condi¬
tions (24), although we now write these relationships more con-,
veniently as
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Notice that we definitely do not have conservation of
tachyon number when the collision is viewed in this frame.
As we naively plunge into the study of tachyons it may,
at first, seem possible to use the negative-energy character of
tachyons to obtain an infinite source of energy. Consider the
following case:
Suppose two transcendent tachyons of opposite momentum
collide simultaneously withatardyon at rest. In particular,
suppose that we have a tardyon with initial 4“momen^'um (p^>E-j)
= (0,S^) and the two tachyons have respective initial 4'-racmi“
enta (p.E) = (m„x,0) and (pT ,E ) = (-m,,x,0).
Suppose that
v
2

2

3

3

"

after the collision the tardyon has 4-momentum (p^'jE^*) =
(0,E+€) while the [[.-momenta of the tachyons become (Pg'jEg1)
=

(P^S“e/2) and (p^SE^1) = (-p', -<;/2) respectively, where

(yl)

= p'

+ m,„. . Nov; p' can be arbitrarily large. This seems

to be a way of imparting arbitrarily large energy to the tardy¬
on.
The solution to this paradox is obvious, however. The emit¬
ted tachyons have negative energy, and so must now be reinter¬
preted as positive-energy incoming tachyons. But now we see that
all.the energy imparted to the tardyon is brought in by the
two positive-energy tachyons, and there no longer seems to be
a source of infinite energy.
V/e might mention here that tachyons lose- energy as they ac¬
celerate, and conversely to slow down a tachyon to its lowest
possible velocity (= 1) requires an infinite amount of energy.
Erisky little critters, ain't they!
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So far we have made no mention of causality paradoxes —
situations in which an effect seems to precede its cause. This
is a very important subject, not only in the study of tachyons,
but also in its own right as a branch of quantum mechanics.
Early in this century prominent physicists considered the re¬
sults of allowing a.particle to travel faster than light, and
discontinued their study of such particles when they encountered
unresolved causality paradoxes. The question of causality will
be discussed in some deta.il in Chapter IV.
The last part of this chapter on the classical theory of
tachyons will be concerned with their interactions with tardyons and the related matter of experimental attempts to detect
tachyons. When considering particle interactions we note that
%

the transcendent tachyon (infinitely fast) should exhibit the
following peculiar behavior: Since it has sero energy and can
only transfer momentum and not energy to a tardyon with which
it collides, the tardyon appears to suffer a collision with a
rigid (infinite-mass) object because only the direction of its
motion changes, not the magnitude of the momentum.
There have been several recent attempts to observe tachyons
experimentally. During 1963-65 Torsten Alvager and Peter Erman
attempted to observe the emission of charged tachyons from a
strong beta-ray source. Working at the Nobel Institute at
Stockholm they used a thorium-170 beta source and looked for
'’meta-electrons11, i.e. tachyons with a meta-mass equal to the
electron mass and an electric charge equal to the electronic
charge. They used a double-focusing beta spectrometer to se/

.

lect particles of definite momentum. A semiconductor counter

I
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was used to record particle energy. For equal momentum, electrons
and

:t

meta-electrons" have different energies,and it was hoped

that particles of the desired energy could be observed. However
the results of the experiment were negative.
A subsequent experimental search for tachyons by means
of their Cerenkov radiation effects was carried out by Tor¬
sten Alvager and M.N. Kreisler at the Penn-Princeton Accelerator and reported in the Physical Review^

in 1968. Before

describing this ingenious, experiment in some detail, let us consider the Cerenkov radiation properties of tachyons.
It has long been known that tachyons (if they exist) emit
v

Cerenkov radiation in a vacuum without violating energy and
momentum conservation. The energy loss per unit length of
20
motion is given by:

dE

= -

ds

f(j- L. )»dv

J

where ‘Ze is the tachyon’s charge,

^

(25)

its velocity (yS>1), n the

index of refraction, and y the frequency of the emitted x>adiation. The integration is over all frequencies for which
yg4n > 1. For a vacuum the range of integration is zero to S.
Carrying out the integration in (25) we obtain

dE

=

(26)

ds
Tp~ v
As the tachyon emits Cerenkov radiation it. loses energy and
consequently speeds up. Just as it reaches the S = 0 girth of
its mass shell the angle of Cerenkov radiation becomes 90

and

at that instant, having given up all its energy, the tachyon
becomes transcendent and ceases to radiate. If a tachyon has
initial energy

and undergoes Cerenkov radiation until it

19

possesses energy

then the distance traveled during this

radiation is given by^0
S

=

. •

2
[E. - E(1/E- - 1 /E,)]
f + m,
/

2

Z^m* L i

f

(27)

ij

If E. dm,, and E. >> E** then
l

*>*

I

I

S*_2_
Z*e*Ef

(28)

For Z = 1 and

1 eV, S ~ 5 x10”^cm. Hence detection ap¬

pears to be quite difficult unless nn, or Ze is quite small.
Let us suppose that a tachyon can be captured by an electron
or an atomic nucleus. Classically, if we consider a tachyon
of charge Ze, momentum p, and velocity p orbiting around charge
ze with radius R then the tachyon capture occurs when
Zze2 = ppR

(29)

The capture cross section is then

<r& 2 rrR2 = 27TZ2z2el-!-S2_

(30)

' (E2 + m./)2
If E = 0.5 Mev and m^ = 10 MeV for a process in which a posi¬
tively-charged tachyon with Z = 1, not emitting Cerenkov rad¬
iation, is captured by an electron, then ca 3x10“-^ cm2. This
corresponds to a mean free path in lead of about 10^ m.
The Alvager-Kreisler experiment to detect charged tachyons was performed in the following way: It was assumed that
charged tachyons gain energy in an electromagnetic field just
like charged ta?dyons. If we allow a charged tachyon to travel
through an electrostatic field characterized by electric po¬
tential V, and E << mthen
.

dE =- Z2e2S2
ds
2

+ Ze grad V

For a stationary state, d_E = o, the energy is
ds

(31)

E = 2_ grad V
Ze

(32)

V/e only require V = 205 V/cm. for E = 1 eV and Z = 1. Further¬
more, from (31) it is known that the tachyon reaches 95$ of the
-2
stationary-state energy in a distance less than 10
cm. At
energies of a few electron volts a large part of the Cerenkov
radia.tion should be in the visible region, and attempts at de¬
tection with a photomultiplier tube seem reasonable.
Alvager and Kreisler bombarded lead with gamma rays from a
5-mCi cesium-134 source and assumed the creation of charged
(z = 1) tachyon pairs in the surrounding lead shield. An electro¬
magnetic field of 3 kV/cm was established in a vacuum (10“^ Terr)
and the photomultipliez* tube was set up to observe Cerenkov
radiation of about 90°. From their results they established an
upper limit on photoproduction cross sections of tachyons of
any mass in lead of 3x10

J

cm

for photoproduction processes

of this type.
Although these results are for tachyons of charge +e their
apparatus was also capable of detecting the photoproduction of
charged tachyons with charge in the range 0.1e to 2e. Of course,
the experiment, ’while producing a negative result, dependedupon the assumption that charged'tachyons were produced by
this experiment and that there was a fairly small probability
of capture of the tachyons by matter. Plans are now under way
to increase the sensitivity of the experiment by several orders
of magnitude.
If all tachyons are, in fact, not charged but neutral,
then their detection.will prove much more difficult. Alvager

21

is trying to detect such uncharged tachyons in his work at
Indiana State University (Terre Haute) by using techniques
similar to those employed by Irene Joliot-Curie and B'rederic
Joliot in their detection of neutron beams.
A group of high energy experimentalists and theorists,
including Gerald Feinberg, at Columbia University have recent¬
ly completed a search for neutral tachyons using missing-mass
spectrometry.

After a very careful analysis of their data,

they found a negative result -— no indications of tachyons
having been emitted in the observed processes. Other experiments
may soon be carried out at Brookhaven and Argonne National
Laboratories.
We now end this chapter on a somewhat speculative note
by mentioning Stephen. L. Brovm’s suggestion that we monitor the
heavens for interstellar tachyon signals, presumably being
sent our way by another civilization of intelligent beings.
He suggests that such a project- might be more successful than
looking for signals of the slox^er electromagnetic type (luxons)
coming from distant parts of space.

III. TIES QUANTUM THEORY OP TACHYONS
Apparently the first attempt at quantizing the theory of tach. 23
yons was made by Sho Tanaka at Kyoto University.
However,
he made no reinterpretation of negative-energy tachyons, but
considered them to be virtual particles only. Furthermore,
in his theory, energy and momentum do not transform like the
components of a L|.-vcctor.
The first quantum theory of tachyons to be based on the
reinterpretation principle and relativistic invariance of the
energy-mometum

[[.-vector was put forth by Gerald Peinberg
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in 1967. The following will be a review of Peinberg’3 theory.
Peinberg first offered the following classical field approach
to the theory of tachyons.
Since the only finite-dimensional representation of the
Lorentz group corresponding to spacelike [[.-momentum is one¬
dimensional, Peinberg restricted his theory to scalar fields
satisfying the Klein-Gordon equation
(33)
A set of fundamental solutions to (33) is given by

0+p =(-27r)'^
^
where

(W)'3/* etptcC p-x-lTt)']

=

r(4,r)'expl-i'i**] -(**) ^ <?*/[-c <io-x

.

^4)

= (p^ - m.^) > 0 so that we always have positive-

energy solutions. A glance at Pig. 3 convinces us that it is
necessary to restrict
Ipl ^ to*.

(35)

This condition guarantees that E is real, and the solution is
oscillatory.
The set of functions <P?0 (x, t -6) - <&
r

)[

•

' ~>P

does not form
*

a complete set, and instead of the usual, completeness relation
we find

z
’
''

-- s

(36)

3

■

where we have defined
(X-x* ) H

Jd

0 ( Iph

) e/yj r if- ( x-V) ]

■ h*

(x~x’)

~

f

p3' dp

°
3

~ S ($-V)
with

+

f

clSL <rxp L ( p ('■*'?’)]
'

3

iXrr)

L Ac o J A I n A
iX-'x'l3

A= to* I

(37)

^ TT2-

This incompleteness leads to the following consequences:
(a) A tachyon can never be completely localised, for if we
write a tachyon wave function as a superposition of plane-wave
solutions

V(x) ~ j fit,?

(x)

P(p)

then it cannot be made to vanish outside a sphere of finite
radius. The best result we can obtain is for the tail of the
wave function to decrease as some suitable povjer of x for x
large by chosing f(p) to have a zero of appropriate order at
p

= m .
(b) The wave function at time t > 0 can be written in

terms of the value of the wave function and its time derivative
at t = 0:
z

fdJx' 0(x)o) vp-y Gx(x~x)-t)

with

G, = " fdJp

and

r' - - <P (?4 ,

g

*P f i P‘(9~'X,)3
uly

SIM

(V}o)

(38)

£t

But now (} (i-Vj d) ~ S (x-x') > and is not aero for x f x1, so that
&2

does not vanish identically for spacelike separations.
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(c) Although we have

p/E for. the ve3.ocity, there is

some question as to what the "velocity11 operator is. This pre¬
dicament arises from the fact that since ^5(x,0) is not localized
it is difficult to speak of its "propagation".
Having proceeded this far with trying to establish a "cla.ssical" field theory, Feinberg went on to establish a quantum
field theory of tanhyons as follows:
We introduce annihilation and creation operators a(p),
a+ (p) with yet-to-be-determined commutation relations, and ex¬
pand the field operator by
alf)

d •S

/

aUp)

*

P

= iiflitox- (2ty)H(z

J> a ( /J ?

vy/x

X rp l ~

c

(39)

( r3-x

Consider the unitary operator L(l,a) associated with the Lorentz
transformation x ->-CLx
L(l, a)

0 (x)

+

a) by the requirement that

L**1(l,a) = f$(lx + a).

OpO)

An equivalent equation is

&(*) --i 1%, $<*)]

(41)

the 4"i1lorn-etum

operators, then (39) is substitu¬

where Jj^ are
ted

in (41) the resulting equation is

p. = (?

r?., *(/>)]r

!

yA

-*»»

04-2)

with the solution
£

=

4,„„

In particular,

PQ

JJ

P.

(43)

has only non-negative eigenvalues.

Let us give a Lorentz boost by velocity

^

(arbitrary

direction) and examine the terms pyx^ in the exponent of 0(lx),
where

= />*„

. We have

lrtl

f; -+ti'

>

‘jf-V/0 *

y£fr° >

1

A-

(W
where V =
For any p,

1
PQ

.
can be made negative by .suitable choice of boost

wm

velocity'^, . Then terras in the positive-frequency part of p
are transformed into negative-frequency part of

$

by the cor¬

responding L, so that the operators a(p) are transformed into
the operators a^(p). Then from (l|0) we find
L a(/>) L z(?cfp0(Zip') 'if fi/pc >0 o,J

pejpJ 4 o-

LaCp)L'1 s(ipel/1pj)** ** (-/>’) )f p!{ f>c < o aU ptpf -po.

U+5)

But clearly these transformation relations are inconsistent
with the commutation relations
c S

c) (p'p’)

(1+6)

[«<{>), «(p')] -Q

since by a Lorentz transformation we can change the sign of the
left-hand side while leaving the right-hand side unchanged.
But the transformations

(1+5)

are consistent with the anti-

commutation relations

J(Up) }

a+(p>) j

-

• •

f(p-p')
(4-7)

hCj^.CiCp')} ~ 0, P‘, PS
Thus, in this theory, tachyons are spinless, but yet are quan¬
tized according to Fermi-Dirac statistics. Such results are not
inconsistent with the Spin-Statistics Theorem^, which states
that a non-trivial integer-spin field cannot have an anticommutator vanishing for spacelike separation, because we do
not assume "microscopic causality".
A transcendent tachyon (p^ = 0) presents a special case.

Since change of sign' is irrelevant* We cannot distinguish be¬
tween emission of a zero-energy particle of momentum p and
absorption of a zero-energy particle of momentum -p. Hence we
may introduce the operators given by the linear combinations

°(Cp) - a(j>) *■

t

Ep -0j
(48)

<=<
¥e obtain the anticommutation relations
•**<£')} =

(49)

Then the Lorentz transformation of operators corresponding
to nonzero energy is

L

z

L

aCp

(I f>J I j

L

*cf) r' - (tr:i/]f.\)A au-p

I pcj )'z C\ C p )

if

> o.

-j p < o

If a nonzero energy is transformaed to zero by a Lorentz
transformation* we have

La<f) L'1 -(r,;/ol(p').
and if both

PQ

(5U

and p^’ are zero

L «(p L * - (f}),

(52)

We require that (43) transform like a 4~vector under Loretnz
transformation in order to satisfy (40), (41) * But under Lorent
tr an s f ormation
1

L Pj.L'

=

l,
K *
•^Ml/ 'v

Z

(53)

where the summation %■ is a sum over all momenta whose fourth
?
component changes sign tmder the inverse transformation* i,e.

(54)

1-ft +£<(>■
The Hamiltonian H (=

PQ)

may be written in terms of 0 by

H=< jV* {$*■(*> 1
+ i

jV?1

using the easily-proved result that

tfWj

0($)J } , (55)
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f f(x') §*( X-X1)

A’ =

fix)
• w

for any f which can be written fix) -

0

particular, holds for

4I

-

i >x

f (f) z ^

, which, in

and f .

The first two terras in (55) are c-numbers and raay be ig¬
nored. The Heisenberg equations can be satisfied:

jJlt

- £ fdsx [ t
- “t Jo(Jy
f(~Vl-

0 (x); &(*)], 0ijj]

(56)

and

[H, fap]-- ifd3x [U~Vl-i^f4(»J.^)]i0lp-\
= i jjJ* (-V1

t(X) 1J (t-aX

-;(vz-m,')tup.

(57)

Consider the anticommutator of the field at different spacetime points:

= /Jl&_ «»/> [<>'■(-Mr]
= I(X-K')

C/>s

ft

- J[ilf3 £ (/>’'-HL’) etp lrfd-i’ij, (58)
UTT)

’

This expression is covariant, unlike the Green’s function G£,.
and can be shoxm to fall off like (x-x’)“^ at large spacetime separations.
There is a conserved current c^, given by
<3/t

r

0

^

(59)

which by the field equation satisfies

^3^= .0 ~(nz0)0 ^ oj

(60) ■

although 9^1 would not be conserved in interactions. The conserved
charge is then
^ = -

j3jf dSy ~ fdJp a.+(p) afp )

infinite constant,

(61)

which looks like the tachyon number, but is not covariant. We
have a situation opposite to the case of neutral tardyons,be-
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cause we can write the tachyon number as the integral of a lo¬
cal charge density, but cannot write the Hamiltonain as the in¬
tegral of a local energy density. .
This real field theory can easily be generalized to the
case of a complex field. We have a non-Hermitian scalar field
i

0(x)

satisfying (33), which we may expand by

?<'>--(

(62)

f'pX

where a, b are the annihilation operators for particles and
i

antiparticles, respectively. Analogously,

the adjoint <f)

is

'written

Again, as in the case of a real field, in order to make j) trans¬
form like a Lorentz scalar we must employ Fermi-Dirac statistics:

Ucp)lai(p>)} - I
lacp^ip’)]

z

(64)

S*(f y)

latpibtp*)} L!

-O

(85)

The Hamiltonian, charge, and particle number operators are
defined by

H ~ fPp &(p) i^(p)l(p~\
Q

=

f^Jp L&*(jo)&(p) ~ b*(p) h(p)]
J

N ~ jd. p [<**(p o.(p) +L*(p) b(p) j,

(66)

(67)

(68)

Expressed in terms of the fields ^ and f*these expressions become

H = i M [(-v1

fH

U-r-v)<P, |f j

+ c-number^
34
3t * )<(>*(-4 41 y

(69)

+ c-number ,

(70)

c-number.

(71)

)
at j'
‘

.rge densities are nonlocal:

riAy

V

<s>c

V

• '*■ y ry

but the number density -i(<$ 0 ~^^rf-s a-local operator given by
di
dt*
the fourth component of the conserved current

»2>

3-$*[*', l*]-foP. *]
The Lorentz transformation x-*(lx + a) induces the folloxdng
unitary transformation’s on a and b:

Lc^ct) <Up) lSL^y) - (
a(p’) if fJ/fi >
i a(p) L * - Uj>;i/ipj bf (-p) if pJ /pt < o

L UpL1 - (pj/pJ'1* Up)

'>? pi Ip.

L Upr1 -(irJt/ip.iy1

>

0

0

>f yjp< <°.

The total charge is a Lorentz invariant, but the total
number of particles is not. Apparently this situation results
from the fact that the vacuum is transformed under Lorentz
transformation into a state of an equal number of particles
and antiparticles, so the charge remains zero’.
A charge--conjugation operator on the fields, C, can be
defined by

C<P(,)Ci

(74-)

a,u(

or

C O.Cp) C

~ b <p)
(75)

J

t Lcp C"

C commutes with ii and H, but anticommutes with Q. Similar in
functional form to the electric current of a tardyon, the tachyon number current,p, commutes with C due to Fermi statistics.
If we were to search for a C-invariant 'electromagnetic-tachyon
interaction it would be necessary to use a nonlocal current
rather than the local current

, •
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If we look for a conserved electromagnetic current:

(76)
with dp (k) ~ ft*),

3. M

- -<t+

<3C

r

(the charge), then we find

<-

1

-

'ft

#S

U.6 dJ
i y. 1a*
zt
L

g* ^ ^ y
Zt
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1

.

(77)

(" Vx ~ hi^ Y2- d>

is nonlocal in coordinate space and transforms as a [{.-vector
under the transformation (73)•
We may now proceed to develop the Foch-space representation
of the theory and see what sort of many-particle theoi»y Feinberg's
quantization yields. The vacuum state
a(p) l°‘> = O >

|o>is defined by

(76)

Vj>10)

and will be taken to be the eigenstate of lowest energy and
zero momentum. An n-particle state characterized by the n momen¬
ta Pi *

,p

n

is
9

aUPi)

«*(pJ
which is an eigenstate of [{.-momentum:

(79)

i°>

b,, -,p*y - () ip,-p»

5
>.
Fermi-Dirac statistics require that the pj_ be distinct.

(8o)

We come now to an important point in the Feinberg theory.
For in conventional quantum field theories the vacuum state
is Lorentz invariant, but we shall see that, unfortunately,
the same is untrue for this tachyon theory. We can see what is
going on by examining the transformation properties of the
annihilation (or creation) operators. Consider

lp>

=

a+Cp)

|0> .

(81)

We know from our previous discussion tha.t there exists a Lorentz
transformation which induces
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(82)

L a*(p) = a(p*),
so that if the vacuum were Lorentz invariant we would find

L lp> - L aUp) io>

T

lc> ~ O.

using (78) and (81). But this is impossible for a unitary L and
arbitrary p. ^ 0. Let us, in fact, look at i/0>. We write

|_nL> « L 10} .
If

PQ> 0 4*PQ

1

(83)

>0, then using (50) we have

«Cp) U3t> --Sip) L /0> = (Vl/lf.i)'4 L a(p’) l0? = o,
whereas if

a*(p)

1

PQ > 0 ^PQ

(84)

< 0,

IAL>

L h> -( !/>,'//IpJ)'A L a(-p’) J«> = 0.

l8

5)

Hence contains one particle of each If.-momenttun whoser energy
component changes sign under the inverse Lorentz transformation.
But these are the momenta p1 satisfying the condition
E*

(86)

Uo

where ^ is the velocity of the "Lorentz boost".
Let us compute the density of tachyons in the state

f UiL)

=

(M/V)

l-a.y/

where

ji
V

so that

f

±
V Tp
~

=

(

(^(p')a(p) L lo>

E'+f> 'fa<0

' jin»' (r-i) <i=,j

(87)

where / is as in (ljl|.).
Now if we had an arbitrary state with a collection of tach¬
yons such that
(a) those of momenta p^,...,pn have a fourth component
whose sign does not change under the Lorentz transformation, and
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(b) those of momenta p
have a fourth component
n+l'
m
whose sign undergoes change under Lorentz transformation, then
the transformed state contains all the tachyons of momenta
which are the Lorentz transformations of P-j,...*Pn but will
not contain the tachyons whose momenta are the negatives of the
Lorentz transformations of the momenta Pn+^••♦>Pm* In particular a one-particle state |p>, x^here E changes sign under the
Lorentz transformation, is transformed into a state containing
all.the particles of the momenta prescribed by (86) except
(-“p,-E), vrhich is in the set.
Now we have a theory wherein all the equations of physics
are covariant, but under Lorentz transformation the number of
tachyons is' not invariant, although the total charge is. The
question now arises as to whether such a theory is consistent
with our intuitive feeling for how physical processes should
proceed. In order to carry Feinberg*s’theory further it seems
to be necessary to consider tachyon interactions. Instead, let
us mw turn to the Arons-Sudarshan quantum field theory of
tachyons, and see how it differs from’ the Peinberg theory.
Arons and Sudarshan were impressed by the progress Pein¬
berg ha,d made toward developing an acceptable quantum field the¬
ory of tachyons, but were disturbed by the lack of relativist¬
ic invariance. Their 1967 paper,^ as we shall see, x-rent a
long way in correcting the difficulties of Peinberg*s theory.
Arons and Sudarshan critically examined Peinberg*s theory
and felt that the presence of various infinite quantities led
to the lack of relativistic invariance.

In order to remove such

infinities they first rewrote the Peinberg theory using norm-
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.

V.

• •

alizable solutions to the wave equation rather than the planewave solutions used by Feinberg. This step removed any con.

/

fusion that the presence of infinities might be due to the use
of plane waves. We shall indicate here the principal results
of this change in functions.
We must satisfy the wave equation (33) with the local
scalar field operator 0(*), constructed from a complete set
of single-particle positive-energy wave functions

u >1 ,

each

of which.also satisfies (33)• We can best do this by writing the
fd

as

Fourier transforms of a complete set of functions

in momentum (3-) space defined for Iplzjv..as
_

■*

^

'

e> Opi'toJ &CP)

fccx) -

(88)

where the S^^Vmust satisfy orthogonality and completeness
conditions

(

olL f

' /

Z $*(?}

f) ~
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Iff) Qui>l->»»)

£ </!*)=* £>

where
^

(®9)

'

> .

*

if *.(iti-.

and S3 is as previously defined, i.e. it is the delta func'

S'

•

tioh whose support lies in the domain It is easy to con¬
struct the set ID of orthogonal functions from the spherical
harmonics and Laguerre polynomials (cf. Appendix A, Ref. 9).
Because of (89) and (90), the f^ satisfy
1
•

'

:

jdsx

(x) 3„

ifdJx fH(*i

=

X if1”) 0.

(91)

•=

The scalar field operator is written
(,)«$]
where

(92)

and ja^ are creation and annihilation operators, respect-

.
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ively.
We consider the effect of the operators induced by
x-*(Ax-r a). In particular, for a transformation U(A) induced by

B

the underlying "boost"
c- , r . . ri, ^

£. i t M UM ^

we have

n-1
L / A ^ , rA .
V- (A) * f* M

U(A) 4 U'‘lh) ]

= Z. [£ (Ax) V*C (Ay) 4 ].

(93)

Then using (91) we find

V(A)^VUA)

i /chy p;w)

S 0<A*).

(94)

Let us now find an expression for the f^(Ax). We have

f^(Ax) --(nY3/x f
=

ft exipi-»,)$«(p)

UtfA J

e"iP''x

©(

\j)"\~%.)h. (Ap'\

(95)

p;>6
where

y zA'xp.

(96)

Separation of (95) into positive and negative-energy parts can
easily be made. Notice that since p*~ p(V -rjp/D » the regions p” ^ 0
correspond, respectively, to the conditions on pn:
i/y. ~f-f >0.
Then putting p»»-t-~p,

^7)

(95) becomes

rs,M 4“

£i (A.) Unr)-&

£>t C >V

'

■+(lir)-* / , fif e-'Pe'ht e(i,l-KJ i((-Ap)i (98)
Ap-p-jK o '
Making a similar representation for frf*“* and substituting in (94)
gives
*

P
m

r

kr~p.&> o

+ f a* / skeOi>b<»J$l(f)$.(-At).
7 /
We get a similar transformation on a4

(99)

(99) di ows that a Lcr-

entz transformation, in general, mixes creation and destruction

operators, just as we remarked previously. As Feinberg point¬
ed out, this forces us to use Fermi-Dirac statistics
ki,V! SiV
'
Let us now consider the energy-momentum operator

(100)

, which is

the generator of the unitary transformations induced by the
space-time translations. Hence P^. must be such that

Pu

t

(101)
A

Let us define a single-particle operator P* by

£

fz‘iS'x

(<00

Then in terms of V

ellpl-n*).

C02)

we can define a P^ satisfying (101) by

Z ?A a'^
Q

'

A c*y 4

(103)

where
A

A

i

<—> or

».

„ I

>

dub.)

Then, expressing (103) more exxO-icitly, we have
(105)

^ ~Ej> $-4 tp)

^

^ ^•

Using this definition of P^ and the transformation property (99)
for the creation and destruction operators, we find that the
transform according to

VU)

p

V *(A)

'

£^9

/>„ &V #/()

A

(A

lri>: %

Fp

ipf K

4

&^vv

*•••

!106)

/..H 0*#^prfywyi
11.
2*(y-f)

Summation ove5 ^and'jg

«;

f

gives

Integration over d^p gives

in

a11

terms.

* The two middle terms

have non-overlapping domains of integration, so they vanish.
We are left with

■V(A)

fc ir!CA) - £ f
+

f

„ Uf K & (Af) if (Ap»Uf

/ .. if> A £ l~A.f)iP(-Af)cu iy ) .l10^
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Nov; writing the integration variable in the first integral as
p

=A p

1

we have the domain of integration

4 p-fi > O

.In the

0

p* = -Ap,

second integral, putting
1

p’ f

<

0

we have domain of integration

• Recalling that a q^

m>{r'M>. £ / f I f,',, ii$„>

(107) becomes

(108)
* ti’ l,
In view of (105) this becomes
1
rt,.s - L-iv
UWZV'UA)K
/ P„ fC,
A

(109)

where
C

~' lyr/4
-- i\o) L ,

K

't
d>

P

t

■

K

‘f

= ».
>f'f
(110)
This appearance of infinity in the Lorentz transformation of
P^. implies that the assumed unitary U(A>a) does not, in fact,
exist. Let us see what effect this result has on the Poch space
representation. Many-particle states are defined by

Uf ->

a*-, lo>.

-

-

(111)

The particle number operator is
£ <?,+ a.
c< 4 el
and if we define

M
,V

s

(112)

|o>rA
A =r VIA) lo>

(113)

vie find
,-JT

l

A) )0>A = 0(A) 2- U' (A) < V(A)0'*(A\ U(A) /«>

(114)

Using (99) we find
.

V(A)U~i(A)«aiV(A)

r

f, {,,S
*>P

Epif-jita

r

(115)
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and then (1li|) becomes

/V i°>A

=

(116)

h i °y^

with

(117)

¥e have found a Lorentz transformation which takes the vacuum
state into an infinite-particle state. But such states cannot
belong to equivalent representations, i.e. there can be no ■uni¬
tary operator connecting them. We thus have contra.dicted the ex¬
istence of

U(A).

Arons and Sudarshan observed that the unitary operators do
not exist because for spacelike momenta, one may not associate
creation operators with the negative-frequency part of the sca¬
lar field, because such operators may be transformed into
destriiction operators under Lorentz transformation. Arons and
Sudarshan therefore proposed a Foch space which explicitly
allows negative-energy states. Such a theory must be interpret¬
ed physically by looking only at transition amplitudes and
interpreting a negative-energy initial (final) state as a pos¬
itive-energy final (initial) state.
Although this theory can be developed for the normalizable wave functions (88), the Arons-Sudarshan paper 9 con¬
centrates on the simpler plane waves as follows:

In order to have

ViA^a.) (‘C/) V

(A, A)

~

+
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,

y

-

+ )&-‘Pa eeP'A* a(f) edphtox)

Jet

- lit)'* jj'j> t( ?'*%') fl'ArAe~‘/,**(Ap)

(119)

we must put

V(A,«) cd}) V'i(A^)-€'iA'"x & Up,

(12°)

so that now Lorentz boosts do not mix creation and destruction
operators. We can now take the liberty of using either BoseEinstein or Fermi-Dirac statistics. Choosing the former, (120)
=£>

<5^<y )f(p" *x>t) E «</0,

«'(/>•;]

= J( f'ttns)

021)

Now the energy-momentum operator is

£ 'Jh/> /,

°*iP

S(pz+Kx) O.dpl-%),

{12a)

and the generator of homogeneous Lorentz transformations is

~ ^ V **

h

'* ^ ^ 'P

)n

*)

"A */' ^ a+9^a ^^123)

The field operator commutation relations become
z

(i»yJ /

tc P'cU>) Cos Ep (i-e) (12l|)

l0OO,0*<x')] =(2uyJ j
Since the commutator for

(125)
+

and ^ does not vanish for space¬

like separations this result, like Feinberg’s, seems to vio¬
late the Spin Statistics Theorem^' unless we relinquish "microscopic causality".
The Foch space consists of states
~ ^+(h)
^26)
where now thefqhp)]can crea.te negative-energy states. Hence the
Arons-Sudarshan theory includes the following
Physical Postulate: The only physics..]ly relevant quanti¬
ties are the transition amplitudes. Any transition amplitude
is to be interpreted as the amplitude for a transition be-
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tween positive-energy particles, where a negative-energy par
tide of momentum p in the initial state is to be interpreted
*
an a positive-energy particle of momentum -p in the final state,
and vice versa.
Because of Lorentz invariance, the Physical Postulate
gives s-u crossing symmetry. For if vie have a scattering pro¬
cess involving a tardyon (momentum p^) and a tachyon (mommentum q^) of the form
+ "^P»

+

(127)

2a- >

with all energies positive, then transforming to a new frame

(128)

so that the transition amplitude satisfies
T(s,t,u) = T(u,t,s).

(129)

As we have Just seen, the key to a successful quantum
field theory of tachyons seems to be the inclusion of negativeenergy particles which, in analogy with the reinterpretation
principle of the classical theory, are interpreted physically
as positive-energy particles traveling in the opposite di¬
rection, such that emission arid absorption are interchanged.
Having formulated an acceptable quantum field theory of tach¬
yons, Sudarshan collaborated with J. Dhar' to put forth a quantum
theory of tachyons which includes interactions between tachyons and tardyons.

•i

.

We shall now prodeed with a discussion

of this quantum field theory of interacting tachyons. It seems
to be most convenient to employ the same notation used by Dhar

4o.

and Sudan shan.
Consider first? the scalar field of a free taehyon
$<*)* 12*)'
*

*

1

^

fk"p tip) S(f + i»,')elF’‘'
. •> V

ft.

. . . . \

* l Pr ^

e<f

"

inty’A* J$
li? Uity
U(t’.i)

130)

where IfP+to* >0
W© ar© assuming Bose-Einstein statistics (spinless neutral
taebyons):
.

$<■*') ]r o

SU-(') U*Mt $(*')]* i V(X-X') S(i-t’)

(131)

where S is the "filtered" delta funotion

Vuy-wf ftp t'?*

foo -hv’fjdpf £Z£?.

<?(

(132)

From (130) and (131) we obtain the commutation relations

!«<*,/),tif-p .
I

aOi,p) tnH-E)f')J
1

(133)

0
'

.

■

5
Ut'fj),
-** sif-p.
The complete taehyon field must contain both creation and dev¬

aluation operators, and so must appear in the form

• ■ X (x)

* l

'Pi t"1?*

=

and using (133), the general field commutation rules are found
to bo
hw,wH 1 (»)' /r*
~ <A»(.<x-r)
The function ^ ^as the properties
<r(ke*-y) ~ 0
(b)

At^ h-g)] ftr-sO

5

J

1 (X-Q)

135)

(

lf-1.

(c)

(a*-hi*)

136)

(a)

.

($-*>

Then the equal-time commutation relations are

[x<y)t ?(pj] SCx'-iy)

=o

[■X^)j fix'-y) = C IJ (x-%)

(137)

This theory involves a self-conjugate field (particle = anti
particle). Por charged tachyons we would have to write the field
as

with
(139)
where

%

and

a**© themselves self-conjugate.

Then the commutation relations are
(140)
where the creation and annihilation operators satisfy
[«(£}p)~

UlE ,P

s(p-j>o

=0

.

P’flzAE S<pyO

(141)

J

{.ct(Hjji)
E\p}) ~ 6 ,
VJe may now construct a Poch-space representation of the field
in terms of particles and antiparticles, keeping in-mind that
for a self-conjugate field the results reduce to the single¬
creation-operator case.
Consider the operator

(142)
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If we define the fields

and ^ by

*«(-£, -p)etr"}>

& <»> -- toi7' /jj£. fa a-^J

v

--(iny'h f iff I k(r,f)e ‘,(

l>(-£j~ p ) c' /”*jf

043)

}

and the ij.- current j/* by

jA =

M ) £, «
- §^(*) 2*

Hd* §^*1)

},

(144)

then the current is conserved:
d45)
We also find that Q may be interpreted as charge

q w/[<?>;

-$Qhj

w-

= /A
The energy-momentum operators are now written

^ / f/ l *( jp
a

£

(146)

a(

-£,P -a*(-£)})at-Ejf)

nu~,p -WjpM-fjp)] eUp}-^).

d47)

By (137) sn<3. (141) these operators satisfy

[7(y)j P0]~

1

X(x)

(PQ

NfJlFpw,

“

the Hamiltonian)

(Ili8)

1,1,3.

Because the commutator function A

(x-y) satisfies the
m-”Klein-G-ornon equation (136c) it is relativistically covariant.
The necessity for negative-energy states is due to the need for
relativistic invariance of the theory. Note that the Physical
Postulate of- reinterpreting a negative-energy particle in the
initial state of an interaction process as a positive-energy
particle in the final state holds only for processes and not
for states.
Let us noxtf go on to the development of the Dhar-Sudarshan
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theory of interactions. As a preliminary we need to develop
some mathematical formality, particularly with respect to
the use of Green’s functions.
Consider then the inhomogeneous equation

(- vz

)xoo

s

KX

fwt

zcx) =

(149)

A solution to (lij.9) is given by
(150)
where G(x-y) is any Green's function satisfying>
KxG(x-y) = -

S

(x-y)

05D

The general solution is

Xoo

=

X.M fd^ Gcx-y)?^)
“

052)

'

where^(x) is any solution of the homogeneous equation

053)
If G(x-y) and G^ (x-y)- are two Green’s functions then G^ - Gis a solution to the homogeneous equation, so that
/
-G(xy)] f(y) d^y.
054)
is a solution to the homogeneous equation. Note that in chang¬
ing the Green's function from G to G.j without changing the phys¬
ical field corresponds to changing the asyxnptotic field

X„m -> %,(*) -p’j, [Ghy)-G,o-<j) Jfy 05S)
Making the choices

Qa7; *

e

}
d^Pf> -> Mf.

s

l

x

<1S6)
057)

and keeping X (x) fixed, we find thatr(Gi*> G^ ) *=§>-

X*(x) ^ Xjx) -

jd

v

r

{

P f> e' t *'$l(f) cT(j^t n,/)

058)
where

Aua)' is the symmetric invariant function of the free-

1J4.

field equation:

Aa\<o = ,f,y fd'r

e-‘>;*

s(?'*»*).

'

059)

The contraction function for the tachyon field may be
evaluated now, but care must be taken since we require ipl2 - te1 >0.
The contraction function is

ror-jf) = <0 I T (*'(«;, l°>

= Tf**r*), n^;)-HWu), jyp

O6o)

and by (138) and (1^0)

rix-y)*

eh.-d&Ofi'-N,1)

.

(161)

earl'-**').

The factor 0C j.jrenders tliis expression not relativistically invariant. Let us put

't'(x-jj)

T

(162)

I A(x-y) ~ b(x-f, *\)

where >j is a timelike vector, ^ = (1,0,0,0), and
Oa-j,; >,) =55, /^/>
0 63)
It is important to point out that because of the presence of
the step function 0(lj>lz~^)t

(161) is not a Green’s function.

We may now proceed with a duscussion of an interaction
Lagrangian with which to explain the interaction of the tachyon field^f .with, say, a tardyon fermion field

l
where we

fix) ft*) y.cx)
~
d
take X to be self-conjugate.

. Let us write

(164)
This interaction represents

single-tachyon absorption or emission:
fermion <—* fermion + tachyon

(16£)

One.may then consider the "Compton" scattering of a tachyon by
a fermion, with the resultant relativistically invariant
scattering amplitude

k$.

(166)

F - u (AiyQB)u
where

B~ - rt*)

'M’) J,
(167)
for elastic scattering of positive-energy tachyons. The para■ *

meters s and u are the squares of the center-of-mass energies
in the direct and crossed tachyon channels, respectively.
This same amplitude also describes the decay of a fermion into
itself and two tachyons. By a Lorentz transformation we can
then go to a "crossed" tachyon channel, inhere both tachyons
have negative energies. One may also^ calculate a "Holler" scat¬
tering amplitude for the scattering of two fermions with the
exchange of a tachyon.
If one views events from the interaction picture of quantum
theory, then it is possible to construct a covariant pertur¬
bation theory. If, in the interaction picture, the interaction
is W(x), then the S-matrix is

£ rT

d*x)]

(168)

If, in the Heisenberg picture, the interaction is
\ g

(*)

'

(169)

then in the interaction picture it becomes __
Wix)' %

^(x)

f

Oh-fr \ i(x).

(170)

We previously saw that the tachyon field is not yet completely
determined, so that if (170) is transformed by
lA/Od —> IA/ (>:) = q fa) ft*) Xih ty

r. ..

where

v

a)
A

to-y),

Pb) ft*)
'

~

•

w,. i

)

(171)

then the tachyon field undergoes the transformation

~yjx)

(J)

{j-A

(x~p i'ty.)

(172)

Now we x-jrite (168) in normal-ordered form for the field J(in (*■)
A renormalization much as that employed in the tardyon scalar
meson theory is required here.
I

The topic of tachyon-tardyon quantum field interactions
has been presented here in a very sketchy and incomplete manner,
because this theory, as described by Dhar and Sudarshan, does
not yet seem to comprise a completely satisfying theory. It
appears that this is a fertile area for further study by this
author and by others.
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IV. TACHYOHS AND CAUSALITY
There was a young lady named Bright
#
Whose speed was far faster than light.
She went out one day
In a relative way
t

And returned the previous night.
£

~ Reginald Buller"^

Just as we mentioned previously, one of the most interest¬
ing aspects of tachyons is their apparent failure to always
satisfy causality. We shall now develop this aspect of the
theory in some detail, being careful to define our terms rather
*

precisely.
Let us begin by considering some remarks made by R.B.
Lindsay on causality.^ He feels that we must maintain a dis¬
tinction between the psychological study of physical theories
and the logical analysis of those theories. Of course, causal¬
ity is one area of physics which is open to a great deal of
psychological interpretation. Scientists have always tried to
reconcile the causality of physics with the causality of
philosophy.
To start at the beginning, we might ask ourselves how we
intend to define time. And how shall we measure it? We could de¬
fine time abstractly, with no relationship to observed phenom¬
ena — or we could merely use it as a parameter in our caldilations, with no appeal to intuition.

2

However, we shall

take an intermediate position^:
The definition of time is the selection of a fundamental clock,
a device capable of repeating some observable event at equal

intervals of time. P'or practical physical measurements, an
atomic clock is generally used. It uses the frequency of tran#
sition between two atomic energy levels as its standard repeatable periodic phenomenon. For theoretical calculations, a more
useful clock is a pair of mirrors mounted a half meter apart
i

and facing one another.

p

The time necessary for a pulse of

light to travel from one mirror to the other and back (one
meter) is then called "one meter of light travel time"*
11

The causality issue •* hinges on the questions
(a) How shall we define past, present, and future?
(b) How shall we interpret the time-ordered sequence of
a set of related events?
We-know ths.t as long as events remain on or within the light
cone of some observer-, then any event A which precedes B in
that observer:s frame (which he interprets as cause A leading
to effect B) will precede event B in all other inertial frames
obtained by proper Lorentz transformation. Then the time orderi
of a set of events will be Lorentz invariant. However, we have
seen that for tachyons this is no. longer true.
We say that causality is preserved whenever order or
pattern has been established in a given range of experience,
leading to the development of-physical laws descriptive of this
order. ^ If physical laws are causal they must preserve their
fundamental form invariant in time. We do not wish to fall into
a purely philosophical discussion of causality, and so do not
inquire whether a given experience possesses some inate attri¬
bute which leads to the existence of physical Ians satisfying
causality in a purely mathematical sense.
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Returning now explicitly to tachyons, it is interesting
to note that as long ago as 1917 Richard C. Tolman considered
faster-than-light particles,

1)i

•' but dismissed them in view of

the seemingly acausal paradox described in Chapter II, i.e.
the reversal of time sequences for ultraluminal particles.
But as we have shown in Chapter II the reinterpretation
principle remedies this sort of paradox.
On the other hand, there do exist paradoxes \tfhich cannot
be so readily explained. S. Yoshikawa^ suggests the following:
Observer P at space-time point A sends a ta.chyon at t = 0
to observer Q at B moving with respect to P. If the tachyon,
upon reaching B, appears to Q to have negative energy, then Q
interprets this event as the emission of a positive-energy
tachyon toward A. But if immediately after observing the e~
mission of a tachyon, Q sends a faster tachyon out along the
negative x’ axis, then it will be observed at C, which is at
the same spatial point as A, but earlier in time. Thus the
emission of the tachyon at A precedes its effect , which occured
previously at Ci This is a clear violation of causality.
Another commonly-considered causality paradox has been
discussed by David Bqhm

J

and Bryce DeWitt , and goes as

follows:
Suppose that some physical

influence — say an infinite-

velocity (transcendent) tachyon — allows distant observers
to be in simultaneous contact. In Figure 6 0A- is the world
line ofwho is

in simultaneous contact with observer

with

world line HIT. So/^at time 0 is in constant contact with fl3 at

5o.

Figure 6

.
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time M. Let _Q^ be an observer with world line OE. By Einstein’s
Principle of Relativity, which states that all physical laws are
the same in every inertial frame, observer Jf).x at 0 is in si¬
multaneous context with an event S, which lies on the world
line M.'N,' of a fourth observer jQy.
Since

fl3 and

ily are in actual contact at S, they can ex¬

change information at that point (say, by sending a light beam)
with negligible passage of time. So we may consider
to be in simultaneous contact at S. Likewise

Si3

~/Xf and

and
could

be in simultaneous contact at 0.
Now

at S can simultaneously transmit a message to II

at a previous time on his world line via a chain of simultan¬
eous signals: A? to
0 and A at 0 to

Slj

~0-y

at S,

Sl^

at S to A at 0, A to

flj

at

at M.

Such a process closes a causal loop because

fl3

could

supposedly, by an action at S, alter an event at M which is the
cause of a subsequent event. Then that event may be prevented,
even though it has already occurred prior to event S!
Bryce BeWitt concludes that this'paradox can be resolved
in one of three ways:
(a) Tachyons exist only as virtual particles.
(b) By some as-yet-not-understood quantum effect information
sent into the past is removed from the receiver's memory in time
to prevent the occurrence of any paradoxes.
(c) Emission and absorption, of tachyons can take place
only between members of some restricted class of observers
with velocities relative to some preferred inertial frame less
than some critical value.

.
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Bilanixik and Sudarshan have considered this dilemma quite
A

carefully and conclude0 that even though we sometimes have the
♦
flow of information opposite to the direction of travel of
the tachyon beam carrying the information, we can still avoid
closed causal loops by carefully postulating proper cosmolog¬
ical boundary conditions. In fact they settle on the third of
Bryce DeWitt’s resolutions of this paradox — they accept the
existence of a preferred cosmological inertial frame, and show
that this is equivalent to postulating that the number of
tachyons is finite in this preferred frame.

(Recall that the

tachyon number is not a Lorentz invariant.) ,
Let us now look into the need for a preferred reference
frame. We shall choose some frame experiencing only a finite
flux of tachyons from distant parts of space, and call it the
standard frame. Suppose we have an emitter and a receiver of
arbitrarily large dimensions. Now in the standard frame the re¬
ceiver can detect only a finite flux of tachyons. On the other
hand the emitter can be made to emit an arbitrarily large num¬
ber of tachyons. These re stilts always-hold in the standard
frame, even though the emitter-receiver system may be in uni¬
form motion with respect to the standard frame.
Since the number of tachyons impinging on the receiver is
finite, so is the number of tachyons of any certain momentum
range. In particular, we know that for a certain momentum range
the rolls s -of receiver and emitter? will be interchanged. An ob¬
server in the corresponding reference frame then finds that he
can only emit a finite number of particles with velocity great¬
er than a certain critical value, blit he can detect an arbitrar-
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ily large number of particles (since his receiver is arbitrar¬
ily large).
Suppose that we have standard frame SQ with zero tachyon back
ground,

(This simplified case is sufficiently general.) An ob¬

server PQ, at rest in SQ, observes the reception of no tachyons,
but can emit an arbitrary number. If another observer P^ is mov¬
ing with velocity y^<1 with respect to PQ, then he cannot emit
any. tachyon of velocity greater than
time P^

.

Now notice that every

activates his receiver he finds a flux of tachyons of
4

velocity streaming into his receiver. This is so because

P-j

's receiver is an emitter for PQ, and a tachyon which appears

to PQ to be emitted appears to P^ to be received.
Conversely, P^ cannot use his tachyon emitter (receiver to

PQ) to send tachyons .of velocity to distant parts of space,
because this x/ould imply that PQ registers a flux coming into
his receiver every time he activates it, and this would contra¬
dict our definition of frame SQ-.
Hence with a preferred frame we see that tachyons of certain
momenta cannot be sent. This result can be put in the form:
Only those signals which carry both information and energy
in the sarne direction as seen in the standard frame are possible.
Apparently this rule does

contradict the Einstein Prin¬

ciple of Relativity, which states that physical laws must have
the same form in all inertial frames,since it requires that there
be a special frame in which the laws of physics are fundamentally
different from all other frames. So it appears that causality
remains a difficult and subtle impediment to the existence of
tachyons.^7
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Some physicists have taken a very different approach to
causality than Bilaniuk and Sudarshan. Roger Newton tries to
ignore the difficulty, and asks, in effect,, why we cannot have an
effect which precedes its cause in timePAfter all, it is not
a contradictory situation in the sense of mathematical logic.
Paul Csonka has undertaken to discredit the principle of causal¬
ity by devising an ingenious time-symmetric theory of elementary interactions.

Re appeals to a statistical theory wherein

the "velocity of time" is related to the average change in en¬
tropy per collision and is found to be almost zero for.a nearly
empty universe.
Having brought up the topic of the statistical basis for
causality, this dissertation would be incomplete without men¬
tioning Ya. P. Terletskii's statistical approach.^ He considers
the causality principle to be only a macroscopic (statistical)
law which can be violated in microscopic processes, as long as
it is not violated in macroscopic processes. He likes to think
of the connection of causality with the second law of thermo¬
dynamics, which says that the entropy of a system is a monotonically increasing function of time.
Terletskii has a very interesting way of thinking about
what we call tachyons. He defines a "signal" to be any prop¬
agating localized disturbance which carries energy and negative
entropy. This definition is consistent with basing causality
on the second law of thermodynamics.
Consider a radiator which, in emitting a localized dis¬
turbance, undergoes an entropy increase

A.

Suppose a receiver

then undergoes entropy increase As2. Then we call this process

5S

/

a sippial if AS2<0. The signal should carry negative entropy
in order to he able to decrease the entropy of the receiver,
•

*

which corresponds to an increase in information by the receiver.
Then by the law of increase of entropy (second law of thermodynamics^) '

ASj +4^ ?0

'
'

'

*

. •

(173)

and so AS^>0. So we see that the signal can be radiated only
‘with an increase of entropy of the radiator. We call a signal
reversible if /iS^j + AS2 “ 0. and irreversible if AS-j + AS£ >0.
Furthermore, Terletskii defines an antisignal to be a lo¬
calized disturbance which upon emission decreases the entropy
of the radiator (AS^<0) and increases the entropy of the receiver
during absorption (Z^^O). Since, from a thermodynamic point
of view, spontaneous emission with decrease in entropy of the
radiator could lead to perpetual motion, antisignals are for¬
bidden, except as microscopic random fluctuations.
There may also be localized disturbances which lead to
physical effects, but carry no entropy (As

- AS2 =0). These

. signals are not strictly forbidden by statistical physics nor
thermodynamics, and Terletskii calls them zero signals.
Now let us apply this thermodynamic method to signals prop¬
agating with speeds greater than the speed of light. Consider
such a signal which is reversigle (As^j + AS^ = 0). By a Lorentz
transformation, we may transform to a coordinate system where
the radiator and receiver are now interchanged. No*/ there first
occurs a decrease in entropy

in the system previously consid¬

ered a receiver, then an increase in the entropy of the former
transmitter. Kencethe signal is transformed into an antisignal.
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Without some further physical postulate or reinterpretation, such
signals are forbidden by the second law of thermodynamics as
macroscopic processes.
Of course, zero signals propagating faster than light

are

not forbidden on thermodynamic grounds, but the assumption
that signals should transfer entropy is more consistent with our
usual notions of information theory.'
In order to allow signals traveling faster than light to be
more than just reversible microprocesses, we must make a thermo¬
dynamic reinterpretation which corresponds, in some sense,
with the reinterpretation principle discussed earlier, whereby
negative-energy tachyons traveling backward in time

are inter¬

preted as positive-energy tachyons traveling forward in time.
Specifically, let me -suggest that we postulate a Thermodynamic
Heinterpretation Principle:

Antisignals traveling backward in

time are interpreted as signals propagating forward in time.
Although this reinterpretation appears to overcome

the

thermodynamic objections to the existence of tachyons, there must
be further investigation in this area before anything more def¬
inite can be stated.
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V. GLOSSARY^ ‘ ‘
Luxon — massless particle v;ith the velocity of light

= 1);

a photon or neutrino.
Mass (m) — the definition of mass used in this dissertation
corresponds to the parameter -which is often termed "rest
mass". It seems to this author that use of the term "rest
mass" is misleading, because only tardyons can be observed
at rest, whereas "mass" is a property of all three"classes
of particles: tardyons, luxons, and tachyons. Of course
a tachyon's mass is imaginary, but unobservable.
Meta-mass (m_„.) — absolute value of p. particle's mass (m = im^.).
Meta-relativity — special relativity of tachyons.
Reinterpretation principle — tachyons on the negative-energy
half of their mass shells (propagating backward in time)
are interpreted as tachyons with positive energy propa¬
gating forward in time.
Signal, antisignal, and zero signal — a localized disturbance
carrying negative entropy, positive entropy, or no entropy,
respectively.

.

Standard frame — A preferred cosmological inertial reference
frame, selected because it experiences only a finite
.

flux of tachyons from distant parts of space.

Subluminal — slower-than-light.
,Superluminal — faster-than-light.
Tachyon — hypothetical particle with velocity faster than light

(y6>1).
Tardyon — particle with velocity slower than light
can be observed at rest.

(^<1);

Thermodynamic reinterpretation principle — Antisignals prop¬
agating backward in time are interpreted as signals propagating forward in time.

. .

Transcendent tachyon — tachyon situated on the E = 0 girth of
its, (single-sheeted) mass shell with-minimum momentum
p = m^, and infinite velocity.
Ultraluminal — (to 0^ with respect to O2) — faster than^as
observed by observer 0^, who has relative velocity
. respect to observer C^.

with
-
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